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Introduction.

In recent years, important progress in the field of quantum 
electrodynamics has been obtained by introducing the idea 

of charge and mass renormalization(1). According to this method, 
the usual field equations in quantum electrodynamics, which are 
obtained from the classical equations by a correspondence ar
gument and which contain the well known divergencies, arc 
transformed by a canonical transformation into a set of equations 
in which only the observable renormalized mass and charge of 
the particles occur. Since the whole procedure is relativistically 
invariant one can expect the transformed equations to give a 
correct description of electromagnetic phenomena, and this ex
pectation has been decisively confirmed by the remarkable ac
curacy with which this theory allows to calculate the Lamb shift 
as well as by the predictions of new effects like the anomalous 
magnetic moment on lhe basis of the theory.

The application of the renormalization method to the case of 
nucleons in interaction with mesons seems, however, in some 
cases to meet with serious difficulties^. Further, it should be 
kept in mind that the method itself, in spite of its practical success, 
is not entirely satisfactory from a theoretical point of view, since 
the transformation leading to the renormalized equations is not 
a mathematically well defined unitary transformation, as is 
obvious from the fact that its purpose is to remove infinities. 
It would therefore be more attractive, at least in the case of 
nucleons in interaction with meson fields, to replace the usual 
field equations by slightly modified equations which, from the 
beginning, are free of divergencies.

Since the early times of quantum electrodynamics, it has 
been clear that an essential part of the divergencies inherent in 
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the usual field theories are due to the use of the point particle 
picture of the elementary particles. Instead of taking the wave 
functions of the interacting fields at the same space-time point 
in the interaction Lagrangian, it has, therefore, repeatedly been 
suggested to introduce a form factor describing a kind of non
localized interaction of the fields*4, 5’ 6’8). It does not seem 
possible, however, inside the frame of usual quantum mechanics, 
to introduce such a form factor in a relativistically invariant 
way, and for many years all such attempts were regarded as 
impossible.

In the meantime, the S-matrix theory was developed by 
Heisenberg*3). His starting point was the idea that the frame
work of ordinary quantum mechanics might be too narrow to 
comprise a consistent field theory and that the difficulties could 
be removed only by giving up to some extent the more detailed 
description of the elementary processes, which is claimed to be 
possible in the usual quantum mechanics. The directly observ
able quantities like the cross-sections for the various elementary 
processes are fully described by the S-matrix and one might take 
the extreme point of view that a field theory should be considered 
complete if it only allows of a unique determination fo the S- 
matrix.

In the present paper, it is shown that the introduction of a 
form factor in the interaction between particles of spin one half 
(nucleons) and pseudoscalar mesons leads to a consistent S-matrix 
theory with correspondence to the usual field theory. Section 1 
contains the general formalism including the field equations as 
well as the expressions for the total energy and momentum of 
the system. These quantities are in general not constants of the 
motion but, since they arc conserved over infinite time intervals, 
they may be regarded as constants of collision in the sense of 
the S-matrix theory. In this section is also given a brief discussion 
of the general properties of the form factor following from the 
requirements of relativity, reality, and correspondence. A detailed 
discussion of the consequences of these requirements is post
poned to Section 4.

In the following section, the S-matrix is derived to the second 
order in the coupling constants by means of the extension of 
the method of Yang and Feldman*10) given by Bloch*'\ In 
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Section 3, the expressions for the self-energies of mesons and 
nucleons are derived from the one-particle part of the S-matrix. 
The necessary mathematical tools are found in the Appendixes.

The values of the self-energies will, of course, depend on the 
choice of the form factor and, in Section 4, it is shown that the 
form factor can be chosen in accordance with the general con
ditions stated above in such a way that the self-energies are 
finite and small.

The correspondence requirement implies that the present 
formalism must be identical with the conventional field theory 
when the fields are slowly varying. The definition of a slowly 
varying field involves the introduction of a constant A of the 
dimension of a length which also enters into the expression for 
the form factor in such a way that we get all the results of the 
usual theory for processes which take place in regions of an 
extension large compared with Å. This means that, for instance, 
the second order cross-sections for nucleon-nucleon or nucleon
meson scattering are the same as in the usual meson theory as 
long as the transferred momentum is smaller than 71/Â in the 
centre of mass system. For high energy processes, however, the 
form factor causes deviations from the usual theory and, in 
principle, the results of high energy scattering experiments could 
be used for an empirical determination of the form factor. Al 
the moment, we have no theory which would allow of a closer 
determination of the form factor and we do not even know if 
the constant Â is a universal constant^ a). A theory of the present 
type should perhaps rather be regarded as an approximation to 
a more general theory applicable to processes in which only 
particles of the kind considered play an essential role. Hence, 
the introduction of a form factor may be looked upon as a crude 
way of taking into account the influence of the external world 
on the system and it must be expected that the form of the form 
factor will depend on the particular system considered. Thus, 
a theory of the form factor itself will require the development 
of a unified theory of all elementary particles. It is an open 
question whether this general theory can be developed inside 
the frame of ordinary quantum mechanics.

In Section 5, some of the most striking differences between 
the present formalism and ordinary quantum mechanics are 
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discussed, in particular as regards their physical interpretation 
and the transformation theory. In the present theory, a wider 
class of transformations—the quasi-canonical transformations— 
take over the role of the canonical transformations which retain 
their importance only in the limit of slowly varying fields. It is 
shown that the theory can be made gauge invariant in the sense 
that a gauge transformation is equivalent to a quasi-canonical 
transformation, which means that a gauge transformation has no 
effect on the physical predictions derived from the theorv.

Finally, in Section 6, it is shown that the introduction of the 
form factor also makes the vacuum polarization finite to the 
approximation considered. In the present paper, we have dis
cussed the consequences of the theory for scattering processes 
only. In a subsequent paper, we hope to deal with the properties 
of composed systems of elementary particles on the basis of this 
theory. Since the introduction of the form factor effectively means 
a cut-off, it may be expected that we can avoid the difficulties 
which, in the usual theory of nuclear forces, arise from the 
strong singularities of the potentials.



1. General formalism.

In this paragraph, we shall consider the general case of spin 
one-half particles (nucleons) in interaction with an arbitrary 
meson field of integer spin. Let 7; (ar) be the field variable of the 
nucleon field, and let the meson field be described by one or 
several real field variables ua(x). We assume that the field 
equations can be derived from a variational principle

<5 | \{LN(ar) + LM(ar)} dx + Lint (af, ar", af") dx' dx" dx'" = 0,

where dx is the volume element in Minkowski space, dx = 
dx^dx^dx^dx'Q, ar0 — —i ar4. LN and LM refer to the free nucleon 
and meson fields, respectively, and Lint describes the non
localized interaction between the fields. Thus, using units /? = 1, 
e = 1,

m (ÿynd/Liy’ — dnÿ’-y^) + My>y)

= ~-^{d/in-d flii + m2u2}

Lint = —JTÿy, (ar') ^r(-r',x",x"') ua (ar") y^,, (3)
m

where (#', x", x"') in general is a combination of the Dirac 
matrices depending on three different space-time points. In the 
following, we shall take 0 as a product of a one-particle matrix 
operator and a scalar form factor F depending on the coordinates 
of the three space-time points, i. e.

= M“r-F(ar',x",ar/"). (4)
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For simplicity, we write

¿int = — ^(x')(P(x',x",x'")u(x")yj(x'"). (5)

using vector and tensor notations for the spinor index £ and the a. 
Obviously, we have 0/z — zz0. The matrix A is the usual one- 
particle operator occurring in the expression for the interaction 
Langrangian of the corresponding local theory which thus is a 
special case of the present formalism with

F = Ö (x' — x") ó (x' — x'"). (6)

In the case of neutral pseudoscalar mesons, for instance, we have

(7)

where and g2 are the coupling constants of the pseudo-scalar 
and the pseudo-vector interactions, respectively. In the case of 
scalar mesons, we have simply A = zy-l. When we deal with 
charged and neutral mesons in symmetrical interaction with the 
nucleons, these expressions should be multiplied by the isotopic 
spin operator Ta, a — 1,2,3.

As shown by C. Bloch(7), Yukawa’s theory of non-local fields 
suggests the following expression for the form factor

where the Fourier transform G(L,l) is a function only of the 
quantity 772 defined by

(9)

Here, /J = denotes the scalar product of the four-vectors 
and lfi. For time-like L, the Fourier transform G is in this 

theory given by

G(L,l) = G (17) = (10)

where X is a constant of the dimension of a length.
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As it will be seen later, the choice of the particular form factor 
(8), (10) does not lead to a convergent theory. We shall therefore 
try to develop the theory, as far as possible using a largely arbi
trary form factor restricted only by general physical arguments.

In the first place, F must be an invariant by arbitrary dis
placements of the origin of the system of space-time coordinates. 
This condition is conveniently expressed in terms of the Fourier 
transform F(ZX, Z2, Z3) of the function F (x', x", x"'). One sees al 
once that this condition requires F(Z\ Z2, Z3) to contain a factor 
Ô (I1 + Z2 + Z3). Accordingly, putting F (I1, P, F) = G (l1, Z3) Ô(P + Z2 + Z3), 
we get

F(æ',x",^"') = (2 tc)—8 Ç G (Z1, Z3)

• exp i{Px' + Fx" — (Z1 + Z3)x"} dPdF.

Next, \ Lint dx'dx"dx"' must be Hermitian, which

1 (x , x , x ) = r * (<r , x ,rr ).

In the Fourier representation, this is expressed by

G(Z\ Z3) = G*(—Z3, — Z1).

>(H)

requires

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

a

(16)

typea
has no

While the dependence of F on the variable r describes 
of internal coupling of the nucleon field to itself, which 
classical analogue, the dependence on R is just what one would 

Obviously, as F has to be an invariant with respect to Lorentz 
transformations, G must have the same property. Sometimes it is 
convenient to introduce new variables of integration

Z1 —Z2L = Z1 + Z3, / _

Il I IIIx , r = x —x

into the expression (11), which gives

•expíLí- -x") + /(Z-x'dL
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expect from analogy with a classical theory of extended interaction 
between the two types of particles. It will appear, however, that 
the dependence on r is actually most essential for the convergence 
of the theory.

Finally, it must be required that the theory of non-localized 
interaction is equivalent to the usual field theory for sufficiently 
slowly varying fields. This means that the form factor must 
have the same effect as the ó-l'unctions of the local theory in any 
expressions containing slowly varying fields, only.

In Section 4, we shall give a precise definition of what we 
understand by slowly varying fields as well as a detailed dis
cussion of the restrictions imposed on the form factor from the 
correspondence requirement mentioned above. The definition 
of slowly varying fields involves the introduction of a new con
stant X into the theory, which conveniently may be taken of the 
dimension of a length and which one would expect to be of the 
order of magnitude of, or smaller than, the range of nuclear 
forces. It will appear that the function F can be chosen to depend 
on Â in such a way that the limiting cases of 0 and of slowly 
varying fields become identical. Hence, we have

lim F (a?', x" ,x'") = ô (x' — x") Ô (x' —x"') (17)
2->0

and, for instance,

{u(x,')y>(x''')F(x',x'',x''')dx''dx''' = u(x')ip(x') (18) 

for slowly varying u and y.
The equations of motion obtained from the variational 

principle (1) are

(yixdfi + M) y (x') = — \ 0 (x’ ,x", x'") u (x") ip (æ"') dx"dx'" 
(19)

(□" — m2) u (x"} — ^ip (x') 0 (x', x",x"r) ip (x'") dx'dx'".

On account of the non-local character of the interaction, the four- 
current

zV(.x) »^(æ) (20)

does not satisfy the continuity equation. In fact, by the usual 
procedure, one obtains from the first equation (19)
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= — i (x) & (x, x' ', x' " ) ii(x' ') ip (x' ") dx' ' dx" '

— (,r') d> (x',x",x) u (x") ip (.r) ør'ør"|.
(21)

Integrating this equation over the whole four-dimensional space, 
the right hand side vanishes identically. Hence, we get

The quantity /I N — ^ip^ ip d^x is equal to the difference between 

the total number of nucleons and antinucleons, and equation (22) 
demonstrates that this number is strictly conserved over infinitely 
large time intervals. This is in general not the case for finite time 
intervals, where a conservation theorem holds in the limit of 
slowly varying fields, only. In fact, in this limit we may apply 
(18) on the right hand side of (21) and the two terms cancel.

The situation is somewhat similar in the case of energy and 
momentum conservation. The invariance of the Lagrangian 
with respect to displacements of the origin of the system of space
time coordinates leads again only to the identification of constants 
of collision. So far treating the field variables as c-numbers we 
obtain by the usual procedure

dv t($dx — ^ d'fl ip (x) ■ ø (x',x",x"') u (.r") y) (x'")

+ ÿ>(x') ø (x',x",x"') dfj, u (x") ip (x"')

+ ïp (x') 0 (x', x", x" ' ) u (x") d^i ip (x") J dx' dx" dx" ' — 0,

(23)

where is the usual energy-momentum tensor of the free fields*)

á/jv(yy}d¡y d?yy?y)

- ô^Mipip + dvii• d/iii --¿^(d^i-dyi + m2zz2).
(24)

This result can also be verified directly from the equations (19), 
from which it follows that

*) For quantized fields, the term dvudnU should of course be replaced by the 
Hermitian expression J (dvud^u. + d^udvu), which involves a corresponding change 
in the second term on the right hand side of (25).
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eG /JS Gr) = (x) • ø (x, *"') u (x" ) y, (x'") dx" dx'"

+ \ ÿ) (x') 0 (x',x,x"') dfi u (x) y> (x'") dx' dx'"

+ (x') 0 (x', x" ,x) u (x") d/t y’ (x) dx' dx".

(25)

Integrating this equation over the whole domain of four-dimen
sional space, one obtains again (23). The invariance of the inter
action Lagrangian density (3) now allows (23) to be written in 
the form of an integral of a four-dimensional divergence of a 
certain tensor tllv. From the invariance of, for instance,

U?(2) = —{ÿ(x')<P(x',x,x"') ii(x)y)(x"') dx'dx"' (26) 

and from the fact that the form factor is form-invariant, it fol
lows that 

(27)

(28)
where

G(S (-r) = $2 (x) + 0/lv^(x). (29)

col-

(30)i 7*

Thus, the following Hermitian quantities are constants of 
lision

(7/z oC(2) (x) d(3) x/ (x) rZ<3>^ = G^-iô^

d/À<£(2) = - ^d/ilyi{x')-(P(x',x,x"')ii(x)y>(x"')

+ ÿ (x') 0 (x',x,x"') u (x) ip (x'")

+ ÿ> (x') <t> (x', x, x'") u (x) dfi yi (x'") j dx' dx'"

and, hence, (23) can be written in the form

and may be interpreted as the total momentum and energy 
of the field. If we had chosen, instead of (26), one of the two 
other possible interaction Lagrangian densities,

= — Ç y) (x) 0 (x,x",x"') u (x") y> (x"') dx" dx'"

— — \ ÿ) (x') <P (x' ,x", x) u (x") y> (x) dx' dx"
(31)
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we would, instead of (28), have obtained

= 0, \drl$dx = 0, (32)

respectively, where

t\ll = + + (33)

However, the requirement that the energy-momentum tensor must 
be Hermitian reduces the number of possible choices of this tensor 
to one of the two

= r2(tÿi + tÿi) = $2 + v|œ<1> + Z<3))

® = /JS + Vd*2».

2. Derivation of the 5-matrix.

For the derivation of the S-matrix we shall use the method 
developed by Yang and Feldman and by Kâllén(10). As shown 
in the Appendix A, the field equations (1.11) are equivalent to 
the integral equations

It may be remarked that any of these becomes identical with 
the usual expression of the energy-momentum tensor in the limits 
of A -> 0 or of slowly varying fields.

From the preceding discussion it is clear that the present 
formalism is entirely different from the Hamiltonian scheme of 
ordinary quantum mechanics. This is obvious from the fact that 
the non-local quantities corresponding to the total energy and 
momentum of the system are in general not constants of motion. 
However, the fact that these quantities are conserved over the 
infinite time interval — oo < t < + x suggests that Gfi may be re
garded as constants of collision in the sense of the S-matrix theory 
and that a consistent treatment of this formalism can be found 
inside the frame of Heisenberg’s S-matrix theory. The present 
theory thus oilers an example of a case in which the S-matrix 
may be calculated without any reference to an underlying Hamil
tonian scheme.

(34)
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V’(æ) = V’G. &) + \Sm(x,x')ø(x',x",x"') u(x") yi(x"') dx' dx" dx"' 

u(x) = zz(x, o) — {ÿ(x')&(x',x" ,x"') A°m(x,x")y)(x"') dx' dx" dx'",

where yi (x, er) and u(x, er) are the free fields coinciding with y> (x) 
and zz(x) on a spacedike surface <r. S%r and are Green’s 
functions defined by (A. 3) and (A. 32) and corresponding to the 
mass values M and in, respectively. Taking cr in the infinite past, 
the functions and A^n become identical with the corresponding 
retarded Green’s functions and the equations (1), in this limit, are

V’(æ) = y>in(x) + (x— x'} <P (x ,x",x"’} ii(x")y)(x'"') dx'dx" dx"'

u(x) = u{n{x) — \^(x'}<d>(x',x",x'")Ar̂ (x—x"}y)(x'"}dx'dx"dx"'.

These equations may be considered as definitions of the in-fields 
y>m and zzln. As a consequence of (A. 7),

yim (x) = lim y> (x, a) 
a -> — oc

zz1“ (x) = lim zz (x, cr)
a -> — oc

(3)

and the in-fields satisfy the free field equations. 
Similarly, we may define the out-fields by

y»out (x) = lim (x, cr)
O’ -> + oc

zzout(x) = lim zz (x, cr)
O' -> + oc

G)

or, alternatively, by the equations

G*) = Y,out (x) + (x — x') 0 (x', x", x"') n (x") y> (x"') dx' dx" dx"’ 

u(x) = nout(x) — ^yi(x')d>(x',x",x'")A^(x-x")yi(x"')dx'dx"dx'".

Hence, in a certain sense, the in- and out-fields may be regarded 
as the free fields which coincide with the actual fields at t = — <x 
and t = + oo , respectively, thus representing the ingoing and out
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going fields. By solving the equations (2) we obtain the actual 
fields in terms of the in-fields. Further, subtracting (5) from (2), 
we get an expression for the out-fields in terms of the in-fields 
and the actual fields and, eventually, in terms of the in-fields. 
Using (A. 20), the equations obtained from (5) and (2) are

V>ou,(0) = ^>ln(0) —^SM(0 —1) 0(1, 2, 3)n(2)y>(3) d(123) 

iiout(0) = uin(O) + U(l)0(l,2,3)zl„(O-2)v>(3)d(123), 
(6)

where we use the symbols 0, 1, 2, 3, ... for x, x', x", x'", . . . 
and d(123) = dx'dx"dx'".

Following Yang and Feldman(10) and Blocii('\ the quan
tization of the field variables can now be performed by intro
duction of commutation relations for the in-field variables. It 
is then clear from the preceding discussion that also the com
mutation relations for the actual fields and the out-fields are 
determined. Since the in-fields satisfy the homogeneous wave 
equations, we may consistently assume the usual free field com
mutation relations to hold for these fields, viz.

O), —x')

[u,n(æ), uin(æ')] = zdm(æ —x').

It has been shown by Blocii(/) that then also the out-fields 
satisfy the commutation relations (7). Consequently, the in- and 
out-fields must be connected by a unitary transformation

^out = 5-1^5

zzout =

sis = SSf = 1 .

(8)

On account of the interpretation of the y»out, zzout and ^in, 
zz,n as the variables describing the outgoing and ingoing fields, 
respectively, the unitary matrix A is the Heisenberg S-matrix 
of the svstem(9a).
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It is convenient to introduce a Hermitian matrix 77 by

S = eir¡ (9)

and the problem is now to determine tj from (8) and (9) and 
the field equations. To solve the field equations we have to take 
recourse to an iteration method in which the in-fields are chosen 
as the zero order approximation, and we shall take into account 
the interaction to the second order in the coupling constants 
contained in the function 0. To the first order, we find from (6)

yout(0) = ^in(0) —^M(0 —l)ø(l,2,3)uin(2)yin(3)d(123) 

Uout (0) = iZin (0) + Ç (1) 0 (1, 2, 3) Jm (0 — 2) v>in (3) d(123).
(10)

However, on account of the conservation of energy and momen
tum, no real first order processes can occur. Consequently, the 
first order term in 77 and, therefore, also the first order cor
rections to the out-fields, must be zero. This can also easily be 
verified directly by evaluation of the integrals on the right hand 
side of (10) in momentum space. Therefore, since

(ID

the actual fields calculated to the first order from (2) mav be 
written

(0) = Vin (0) + (.S'M ((I — 1 ) ø (1,2, 3) uln(2) y>‘" (3) d(123) 

u(0) = i1ln(0)-Cn(l)®(1.2,3)3m(0-2)y>ln(3)d(123).
•J

(12)

Using (12) in (6) we finally get the expressions for the out-fields 
in terms of the in-fields to the second order in the coupling 
constants
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„«“<(0) = y* (0) - J SM (0-1) 0(1, 2, 3) u"'(2)SM (3 -4)

X 0 (4, 5, 6) u1“ (5) y>la (0) <4(1... 6)

+ isM (0-1) 0(1, 2, 3)
«/

x{v>in (4) 0 (4, 5, 6) Âm (2 — 5) yin (6)) ipin (3) d(l . . . 6)

<out(0) = uin(0) + ^in(l)0(l,2,3)dm(0-2)

XSM ( 3 4) <Z> (4, 5, 6) uin (5) ipm (6) c?(l. . . 6)

+ ( ^in (4) 0 (4, 5, 6) um (5) 

xSM(6-l)0(l,2,3)dm(O-2)v?n(3)d(l.. .6).

(13)

Since the first order term in vanishes, the connection between 
the in-fields and out-fields expressed by (8) and (9) can, to the 
second approximation, be written

yiout = ^in + |[^^inl 

U°ut = üin + l^ uinj
(14)

Comparing (13) and (14), and using the free field commutation 
relations (7) for the in-fields, it is easily verified that the ^-matrix 
in this approximation is given by

>1 = -Ui',(l)0(l,2,3)«i'‘(2)SJ/(3-4)
€/

X0 (4, 5, 6) um (5) ipm (6) d (1.... 6)

x{ÿ>in (4) 0 (4, 5, 6) d (2 — 5) v?1 (6)} ^in (3) d(l.... 6).

(15)

In this approximation,

Dan.Mat.Fys.Medd. 27, no.7.
irj — S — 1. (16)

2
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According to the ¿¡-matrix theory(3),(9), the matrix 5—1 is a 
product of two factors, the first of which is a d-function taking 
care of the conservation of energy and momentum while the 
square of the second directly gives the cross-sections for the 
possible real processes.

3. Calculation of the matrix elements of r¡.

Since the //-matrix given by (2.15) contains in-fields only we 
shall, in this section, omit the subscript “in” attached to the field 
variables, and ip, ip and u then denote free field wave functions 
satisfying the commutation relations (2.7). These functions may 
in a relativistically invariant way be decomposed into positive 
and negative frequency parts which then, in the usual way, are 
interpreted as annihilation and creation operators, respectively. 
The non-vanishing commutators (anticommutators) between 
these variables are the following

(.r), ipY (x')} = — iS^-) (.r — .r' )

^ip(r}(x), ^)(.r')J - zS^?(æ x) 

u^ix'Y = iô ,zß+)(.r— x'),
a x 7 cc y 7 ] ecu x

(1)

where, for simplicity, we use the notations ¿> and A instead of 
SM and Am. For the definitions of the various Green’s functions 
introduced here see Appendix A. A-functions referring to the 
nucleon mass will be explicitly written AM. The vacuum state 
vector 10) is now defined by

0> = 0 <0 = 0

|0> = 0 <0 = o

0> = 0 <0 u(-> = 0.

In the Appendix B, the matrix elements of the various combina
tions of wave functions occurring in r¡ have been calculated.
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From (B.5) it follows that the vacuum expectation value of 
the nucleon source density occurring in the interaction between 
nucleons and pseudoscalar mesons is zero. For instance,

<0 I zy¡(l)y5^(3) I 0> = z’Tr y5St_)(3 1) = 0, (3)

where we have used Tr y5 — Try8y„ = 0. This is a particularly 
simple feature of the pseudoscalar theory. In the scalar meson 
theory, for instance, the necessary vanishing of the vacuum 
expectation value of the source density creating the meson field 
would be obtained only by a suitable symmetrization procedure 
analogous to Heisenberg’s rule in quantum electrodynamics.

We shall now confine ourselves to the case of pseudoscalar 
neutral mesons in pseudoscalar interaction with the nucleons 
and our task will be first to derive the various matrix elements 
of rp

a) The self-energy of the meson. As is well known, the ^-matrix 
contains non-vanishing matrix elements corresponding to tran
sitions between two states in which only one meson and no 
nucleons are present. Denoting the momenta of the mesons in 
the initial and final states by p' and p", respectively, one finds 
that the matrix element in question is of the form

where dm2 is an invariant constant and co is defined by

co = I p2 + m2. (5)

A term of this form would also arise from an additional term in 
the interaction Lagrangian density

0Linl = ôm2u2. (6)

Thus, ôm2 must be interpreted as the contribution to the square 
of the meson mass due to the interaction with the nucleons. In 
the local theory this contribution turns out to be infinite. How
ever, as it will be shown below, it is possible to choose the form 
factor in accordance with the general requirements outlined in 

2* 
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Section 2 in such a way that the correction to the meson mass 
comes out finite and small compared with the actual meson mass.

To calculate ôm2 we consider the one particle part of the 
matrix element of between the two states mentioned above 
with the corresponding state vectors |p'> and |p">. In the one 
particle part

<p"Hi)Ip'> = <°HI°»|p'> (7)

the contribution from the vacuum fluctuations, being of no
physical significance, has been subtracted. In the case 
sidered, the form factor can, according to (1.7), with g2 = 
written

0 = igy5F(1 , 2, 3)

con-
fl be

(8)
and the 77-matrix given by (2.15) becomes

+ Pn- 
where

>/i = tf2 2, 3)F(4, 5, 6)<7(1 . . .6)

Xÿi (1) y5S (3 — 4) y5 V) (6) u (2) u (5)

//H = -|^F(l,2,3)F(4,5,6)d(1...6)

(9)

(10)

(1) y5 [ip (4) y5y (6)] (3) Z1 (2 — 5).

Since rjn does not contribute to (7), we get

<P"H(i)|p'> = /Çf(1,2,3)F(4, 5, 6)d(l . . .6) 

x< 0 I ÿ ( 1) y5S (3 — 4) ybip (6) | 0 > < p " | [u (2) u (5)](1)\p ’ >.

The nucleon vacuum expectation value can be evaluated, using 
(B. 5),

< 0 I ip (1) y5S (3 — 4) y5ip (6) | 0 >

= Z(nS(3-4)n);,5t(-<>fi(ß -i))
Cl?6

= i Tr (y,,^ + JZ) (7,46)-M)3m (3 - 4) (6-1)
(12)

= 4 i - .V2) (3 - 4) (6 - 1 ).
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The one particle part of the meson matrix element is directly 
found in (B. 26)

<p"| [u(2)zz(5)](1)|p'> = |(2tt) 3 ¡7=5
2 [/co co (13)

Inserting (12) and (13) into (11), and using the Fourier expansions 
of ZlM, (A. 26), (A. 28), and F (1.15), we find that the first of 
the two parts of the matrix element (11) arising from the first 
of the two terms in (13) is

2 g2 (2 %)“26 . \ (d(1. . .6)d (Z1/3/4/6) dK’dK
|/ CO CO

X G (P, l3) G (P, P) ^¿7^ 0 1 2(g)
Xexp i {P 1 + I3 3 - (Z1 + I3) 2 + Z44 + P6 — (P + P) 5}

Xexp i (K' (3 — 4) + K (6 — 1) + p' 5 —p" 2}.

(14)

Performing the integration over all the variables except K we 
obtain

2 g2 (2 n/ 2) 0(p -p")
I

0)

{dK-\G(K, — K—p')\2
•J

(p' + K)K + M2
Q)' + K)2 + M2

ô (K2 + 3/2) l-e(Æ)
2

(15)

The other part of (11), arising from the second term in (13), 
is obtained from (15) by the transformation

(16)

Changing the variable of integration K into —K, one finds im
mediately, by means of the symmetry property (1.13) of G, that 
this part is identical with (15) except for a change of sign in 
e(Iv). Hence, we get
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<?" I ?Ai) I?'> = ~,P bin2, (17)
11 O)

where the correction to the square of the meson mass is

dm2 = _ 2-^2(2 7t)"2^î/Æ-|G(A; A — //) I2

(// + Æ) K + J/2
(//+A)2 + J/2

Ô(A2 + M2).
(18)

In the local limit G = 1 and we obtain the well known result 
that bin2 is quadratically divergent. We also see that a G (I1,13), 
depending on I1 + P only, cannot bring about convergence, 
since in this case the form factor occurring in (18) is independent 
of the variable of integration. Finally, it is easily seen that the 
choice (1.10) of the form factor following from Bloch’s version 
of Yukawa’s theory only reduces the degree of divergence to a 
logarithmic one.

b) The self-energy of the nucleon. In the same way, we now 
consider the matrix elements of the one particle part of g cor
responding to a transition from a state | cr'P' ) with one nucleon 
present with wave vector P' and spin o' to a state \a"P"y and 
we obtain a result of the form

Here, /), and I are defined in terms of the spinor plane wave 
amplitudes (p. 47) by

.//z =--(o'0, cr'; ?') = Î» pP'P') Yu» pPP')

I = I (a", a'; P') = u (er" P') i> (a' P').
(20)

Further, bM and bAu are a scalar and a four-vector, respectively, 
given by

bAfl = ódI/y + óAII/í |

bM = bMv +bMu, J
where
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,2 2

(2%)3Î

2

from an

(23)

(24)

Such a term corresponds to an additional term in the energy 
of the free particle field

0M}

A term of the type (19) would appear in the S-matrix 
additional term in the interaction part of the Lagrangian of the 
form

¡ 02)

(2n)’4 S

4. General properties of the form factor. Convergence of the 
theory to the second order.

In this section, we shall investigate the general properties of 
the form factor following from the correspondence requirement 
briefly mentioned in Section 1, and we shall show that it is pos-

e(K)
2

¿/.¡nt = iyjy^öAfl +

Hence, ÔM should be considered as the contribution to the nu
cleon mass due to the interaction with the meson field, while 
t)A and <5A0 represent a constant self-potential.
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sible to choose the form factor in accordance with the result of 
this investigation in such a way that no divergencies occur in the 
theory to the second order approximation in the coupling con
stants. It will be our first task to give a precise formulation of 
what we understand by a slowly varying field. It is clear that a 
field variable which could be considered slowly varying at one 
time or, more generally, in the neighbourhood of a space-like 
surface a will not retain this property throughout the whole 
space-time. Accordingly, the definition of the slowly varying 
field must be given with reference to a certain surface a. The 
field variables will now be called slowly varying on ff if, in a 
suitably chosen Lorentz system, the free field functions ip (x, ff) 
and u (x, ff) which coincide with ip (.r) and u (æ) on a may be re
garded as built up of plane waves involving only momenta small

is given a relativistically invariant meaning, but it may be re
marked that the expression slowly varying then is somewhat 
misleading, since it is obvious that slowly varying fields are not 
composed of waves corresponding to small momenta, only, in 
every Lorentz system.

The correspondence with the local theory now requires that 
the evolution of the thus defined slowly varying fields in the neigh
bourhood of the surface ff is the same as in the usual theory. 
The value of y» (a*) for x on an infinitesimally displaced surface 
ff' is given by (2.1), and since

S° (x,x') (1)

is zero if x' is outside the domain in four-space between the 
neighbouring surfaces ff and ff', the integral on the right hand 
side of (2.1) is small of the first order in the distance between 
ff and ff'. Neglecting terms of the second order in this distance, 
the usual iteration procedure for solving (2.1) gives for x in 
the neighbourhood of ff

y (a?) = y(a?, cr) + { (x,x') (x',x'',x"') u (x", ff) ip(x'", ff) dx'dx"dx'''

ii (x) = 11 (x, ff) — \ ÿ> (x', ff) &(x',x",x"') z1æ(.r, x") ip (x'", ff) dx'dx"dx'". 
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Comparing the first of these equations with the corresponding 
local equation we see that the form factor must satisfy the con
dition

F(x', x", x'") u (x"> cr) ip (æ", c?) dx' dx" = u (x', (?) ip (x', (?) | (3) 

for arbitrary, slowly varying ip and u. Introducing the Fourier 
expansions of the function F (1.15) in (3), we obtain

\ G (P + p, —P) u (p, (?) ip (P, (?) el (p + ’dx' dpdP =

— \ u (p, (?) ip (P, (?) el (p+ id x'dpdP, (4)

where u(p, (?), ip(P,(?) are the Fourier transforms of u(x,a), 
y> (x, (?), respectively.

Hence, G must satisfy the condition

G(P + p, —P) = 1 (5)

whenever P and p are four-momenta entering in the Fourier 
expansions of the slowly varying ip and u. From the Hermitian 
conjugate equation of (4) we get similarly, using (1.13),

G*(Z1,Z3) = G(—Z3, — Z1)
and

u*(p) = u(—p),
the further condition

G(P,p-P) = l. (6)

Finally, the second equation (2) leads to the condition

G(P',-P")=1 (7)

which must hold for any two four-momenta P11 and P1 occurring 
in the Fourier expansions of the slowly varying nucleon wave 
function.

If the form factor G is assumed to be real we have the 
symmetry relation

G (l1, Z3) = G(—Z3, — Z1) (8)
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and, since G must be an invariant, it can be a function of the 
three invariants

(9)

only. We shall show, however, that it is possible to obtain con
vergence with a G depending only on one variable. The cal
culation of the correction of the meson mass (3.18) shows that 
this variable cannot be (Z1 + I3)2. Similarly, the last variable in 
(9) is excluded since it is constant and in fact zero for the mo
menta entering in the last term of the expression for the self
energy of the nucleons (3.22). Accordingly, the only possibility 
left is to choose G as a function of [(/x — Z3)/2]2 or a combination 
of the quantities (9) containing [(Z1—Z3)/2]2. It was found con
venient to choose the combination

IJ2
(10)

which is identical with H2 entering in (1.10).
For the I1 and Z3 values in condition (7), we have

/P" + P'\2
n2(P, z3) = y" I • (11)

If Pq and Po have the same sign, i. e. if P" and P' are wave vectors 
corresponding to the same type of particles, P" + P' is time-like. 
In the rest system of the two particles, where P" = — P' = AP,

772 = — [(dpV + M2]. (12)

On the other hand, if P" and P' are wave vectors of an anti
nucleon and a nucleon, — P" + P' is lime-like and in the rest 

->
system of the two particles, where now P" = P’ = AP, IT2 is

IP2 (13)

The condition (7) now requires that G — 1 for values of IT2 
corresponding to (AP)2 small compared with 1/Â2. This suggests 
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the following choice of a simple form factor depending on one
variable, only,

G (IT2) = 1 for

-M2—1<7Z2< —Å/2 
z2

0 < //2 < ~
Á2

(14)

and zero outside these intervals. For the I1 and I3 occurring in 
the conditions (5) and (6), we have

(15)

(16)

Hence, the choice (14) of the form factor is also in accordance 
with the conditions (5) and (6). However, on account of the 
factor M/m in (16), we see that with the choice (14) the range 
of momenta for which we have correspondence to the usual 
theory is more restricted for the mesons than for the nucleons.

Using the explicit expression (14) for the form factor the self
energies of the meson and the nucleon derived in Section 3 may 
now be evaluated. The meson self-energy (3.18) contains a 
fr-factor

\G(K, ä-//)|2. (17)

In the frame of reference where the meson is at rest, we have

772 = Æ2. (18)

Accordingly, the form factor restricts the domain of integration to

In the meson rest system, we obtain from (3.18), performing 

the intergrations over Ko and over all directions of K.
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ô ni2 - M% y 4 (19)

Whence, to the first order in
1

AH

ôm ôm2 2 I g2 \ m 
m 2 m2 3 % \4 Af (20)

a = mA is the ratio between Z and the meson Compton wavelength 

— and may be expected to be of the order of magnitude of unity. 
m

For the nucleon self-energy (3.22) we obtain in the rest 
system of the particle, in the same approximation as before,

and

ôdfi =_ -3
M 6 n \4 \Af /

ÓAí = 0

Ô(Ai)o = <5Afi
Af Af

ó(An)o _ ôdfn
M “ M '

(21)

(22)

Introducing for m the mass of the %-mcson, and putting 

q2/4 zr ~ , we obtainJ 1 10

ni

ni

(23)

which, for a of the order of magnitude of unity, means that the 
mass corrections are small fractions of the actual masses.
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It is instructive by direct calculation to verify that the 
form factor (14), which was chosen in accordance with the 
correspondence requirement formulated in the beginning of this 
section, actually docs not affect the cross-sections for nucleon
nucleon scattering and for the scattering of mesons by nucleons 
for sufficiently weak collisions. We shall not here give any de
tailed derivation of the corresponding matrix elements of the 
^-matrix. The calculation is quite straightforward, and the 
results will be quoted without proof. In the local limit, the matrix 
element of ?/ for a transition from an initial state with one meson 
of momentum p and one nucleon of momentum P^' present 
to a final state where the particles have momenta p" and P^", 
respectively, consists of two contributions corresponding to the 
two graphs

Let the contribution from the first graph be (P< + > 'p" | A | P^'p 
and that from the second <P(+)"p" | B | P(+)'p'>. Then, the corre
sponding matrix element in the theory of non-localized interaction 
can be written in the form

p')G(P, + )/ + p", —P(+)')

f- < P{+}"p" I BI P(+)'p' > G (P(+)", — P(+)" —p") G(P(+)' + p(+>')
(26)

Also the matrix element determining the nucleon-nucleon scat
tering cross-section can in the local limit be written as a sum of 
two terms A and B. If P' and P'" denote the momenta of the 
incident nucleons, and P" and P1V those of the scattered nucleons, 
the corresponding matrix elements in the theory of non-localized 
interaction are
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+ < P" P"'\lï\P" P'" > G(Piv, P') G (P",—P'").
(27)

The two terms are the contributions from the following two 
graphs, respectively.

By comparing the G-factors in (26) and (27) with those in (5), 
(6), and (7) it becomes clear from the discussion on p. 26 and 27 
that the scattering matrix elements (26) and (27) are identical 
with those of the corresponding local theory for all processes in

1which the momenta involved are small compared with t in the 
X

frame of reference where the center of gravity of the system is 
at rest.

5. Physical interpretation of the theory. 
Transformation theory.

In the general formalism developed in Section 1, the variables 
ÿ(æ), y(.r) and u (.r) play a role similar to that of the field vari
ables in the usual theories, in as far as the connection between 
these variables in different space-time points is given by certain 
integro differential equations. However, the physical interpre
tation of the field variables is in general much more complicated 
than in the usual theory. In fact, a direct interpretation is given 
only for the in- and out-fields which are the quantities having 
a simple physical meaning. In the general case, the ip and u 
variables may rather be regarded as a kind of auxiliary quantities 
giving the connection between the directly observable in- and 
out-fields and thus allowing of a determination of the S-matrix. 
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The usual interpretation of the field variables is possible only 
in the limit of slowly varying fields where the conventional 
theory is valid.

The present formalism offers an example of a theory which 
allows the S-matrix to be calculated for any system of interacting 
nucleons and mesons. The only arbitrariness still present in the 
theory is that involved in the choice of the invariant function 
G (J1, Z3). This function could in principle be determined by 
comparison of the results of high energy scattering experiments 
with the cross-sections following from the theory.

In order to obtain a convergent theory, it seems necessary 
to give up some of the general concepts of quantum mechanics 
and, to avoid paradoxes, it is important to realize the fundamental 
difference between a theory of the kind considered here and the 
usual quantum mechanical description. This difference was 
strikingly illustrated already in the first section, where it was 
pointed out that the quantities which in the local limit correspond 
to energy, momentum, and charge of the system cannot be 
considered constants of the motion. This should, however, not 
be considered a defect of the theory, since it is sufficient to require 
that these quantities in general are constants of collision.

On account of the non-Hamiltonian form of the present 
formalism it is clear that also the notion of canonical transfor
mations loses its importance in this theory. There are other, more1 
general transformations, however, which play a similar role as 
the canonical transformations do in ordinary quantum mechanics. 
In the local theory, a canonical transformation of the field vari
ables (p (x) can always be written in the form

<p (x) = (1 )

where T is a unitary operator which may be regarded as an 
arbitrary functional of the field variables (p (x, Z) on a space-like 
surface t — constant. This transformation has the property that 
the commutation relations for the transformed variables cp are 
the same as those for the old variables on the surface t = constant. 
Further, the field equations in terms of the new variables have 
again the form of canonical equations of motion with the same 
Hamiltonian H, although of course H is a different function of 
the transformed variables than it is of the old variables.
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In an S-matrix formalism where the S-matrix is defined as 
the unitary matrix connecting two sets of free field variables 
<pm and <pout, by the equation

<pout(.r) = Sf^in(.r)S, (2)

one is led to consider canonical transformations of the in- and 
out-variables given by

(3)

where Tm and Tout are certain functionals of 99111 (x) and <pout (x), 
respectively, on the arbitrary surface t — constant. From (3) 
we get

(4)
where

(5)

is a unitary matrix. If the transformation (3) is such that

(6)

which means that 7'0Ut is the same functional of out-variables as 
Tm is of the in-variables, we have

(?)

and the S-matrix is invariant. A transformation of this kind may 
be called a “collision transformation’’ and, in a pure S-matrix 
theory, such transformations play a similar role as the canonical 
transformations in the usual theory.

In a formalism like the present, which pretends to link up 
the pure S-matrix description with the usual quantum mechan
ical description, a certain class of transformations of the variables 
<p are of special importance. To any collision transformation 
corresponds a very wide class of transformations

$ = $ tø O')] (8) 
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which have the property that (x) asymptotically for t —>■ zt x 
coincides with ç>in and $out, respectively. However, on account 
of the correspondence requirement, we are only interested in 
those transformations which in the limit of slowly varying fields 
reduce to canonical transformations. Transformations of this 
kind will be called quasi-canonical.

We shall now consider a special type of quasi-canonical 
transformations, viz. the gauge transformation

ç? (x) =

ll (x) = ll (x)
(9)

which transforms the field equations (1.19) into

{Vp. (dp,— id/j.%) + 3/J ip = — 0 (x, x", xzzz) u(x") ip (x'") dx"dx"' |

• 0’ o (10)
(□ — m2) il — ïp (xz) 0 (xz, x, xzzz) $ (xzzz) dx'dx"', j

where we have put

F(xz, xzz, xzzz) = elZ<x ) F(xz, xzz, xzzz) e lz(xZZZ)} ø = AF. (11)

Since the transformed in- and out-fields are equal to the original 
in- and out-fields times el%, it is clear that the S-matrix connecting 
the in- and out-fields remains unchanged by this transformation. 
As is well known, the phase transformation of the free field 
variables is a canonical transformation of the type (3) with

In the case of slowly varying fields, both ø and ø are effectively 
equal to ¿-functions, and we have complete gauge invariance 
in the usual sense. On the other hand, if the fields cannot be 
considered slowly varying, the form factor F must transform 
along with a phase transformation of the ip's in accordance 
with (11).

Dan.Mat.Fys.Medd. 27, no.7. 3
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If the nucleons are protons subject to an external electro
magnetic field, a gauge invariant theory can again only be ob
tained if the form factor is considered as dependent on the four- 
potentials of the external field. As remarked by C. Bloch, a 
formally gauge invariant theory can be obtained in the case of 
an external electromagnetic field if the form factor is taken as

0 4 (x', x", x"' ) = exp (— i ( Afl dx^) ■ ø (x', x", x'"), ( 13)

where 0 is the form factor for Ap = 0, and the path of inte
gration is taken as the straight line connecting the points x' and 
x'" in Minkowski space. The field equations can then be taken as

{» — ieAp) + y = — (.r, æ", x"') u (x") (x"') dx"dx"'

(□ — m2) u = -y; (x') 0 4 (x', x, x'") xp (x"') dx'dx'".
(14

It is easily seen that the so defined form 
transformation

■4/z = -4^ + 5/zTl

factor by the gauge

(15)

of the potentials transforms as

Fa (x', x", x"') = eieA^ FA >r"s øg)

which means that the transformation (16) is equivalent to a 
quasi-canonical transformation of the type (9).

Instead of this completely gauge invariant scheme with the 
complicated form factor (14) an alternative procedure would 
be to fix the gauge of the potentials by choosing these as the re
tarded potentials from external current and charge distributions. 
Since the retarded potentials in the limit of vanishing current 
and charge distribution tend to zero, it would be consistent to 
choose (he same form factor as in the case of no external fields. 
For a different choice of gauge, the form factor should then be 
transformed in accordance with (11).
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6. The polarization of the vacuum by an external 
meson field.

As is well known, the coupling of the meson field to the 
nucleon field in its vacuum state gives rise to a polarization ef
fect which, in the language of perturbation theory, can be at
tributed to the virtual creation and annihilation of nucleon pairs. 
In this section, we shall confine ourselves to the approximation 
where the meson field can be treated as a classical field. Although 
the physical interpretation of an external meson field is not at 
all obvious, an investigation of this kind throws some light on 
the types of polarization effects which are caused by quantized 
meson fields.

To illustrate this effect, we shall calculate the vacuum ex
pectation value of the source density

/(rr) = z^^(l)y5F(l,x, 3)v>(3)d(13) (1)

to the second order in the coupling constant. To simplify the 
problem, we only treat the case of a meson field which is weak, in 
the sense that no real scattering and pair creation processes take 
place to lhe first order in the coupling constant g. Consequently, 
the first order correction to the out-fields obtained from the 
field equations (2.6) vanishes. Transforming the expression (2.10) 
for this correction to momentum space, it can be seen that the 
Fourier components u (p) of a weak meson field vanish when
ever pair creation is compatible with the conservation laws of 
energy and momentum, i. e. whenever

P = P-P, (2)

where P and are nucleon wave vectors, P2 — P2 = —M2. 
Hence, the only non-vanishing Fourier components of u are 
those corresponding to wave vectors which could be considered 
as four-momenta of a particle with rest mass smaller than 2 M. 
In the same way as in Section 2, the vanishing of the first order 
correction to the out-fields allows one to simplify the expression 
of the first order correction to the ip's to

V>(1,(0) = i<AS(O 3)iI(2)v>"'(3)</(123) (3)

3* 
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given by (2.12). We can now calculate the vacuum expectation 
value of the source density (1). To the second order in the coupling 
constant </, we get

</>0 = í7j¡F(l ,r3)<f (1) (3) >0 d (13)

+ 0 j¡ ^(1 æ 3) < V(1)(l) fry“ (3) >o d(13) 

+ <7 F (1 æ 3) < ( 1 ) n^(1) (3) >0 d ( 13).I

(4)

The first of the terms on the right hand side vanishes. The two 
other ones can be evaluated using standard methods given in the 
Appendix B and we obtain after a short calculation

</>o = -4g2(2 7t) 3^dpdL\G(L+p, L)|2

X 2/)L + /?d(7? + -U2)“(7,)c"“'
J (3)

Here, G is the Fourier transform of the form factor and zz (p) is 
defined by

zz(.r) = \ zz (p) elpxdp. (6)

(5) can conveniently be written in the form

</>„ = ^0(p)n(p)eip«rfp (7)

or, alternatively,
< Oo = ^ (— idfl) il (x). (8)

From (5) we obtain the expression for 0,

(9)

P

9

(10)

According to our assumption about the external field, 
time-like vector and we can introduce 
lion A defined as the magnitude 
ence where the “meson is at rest”, 
Using (4.18), and performing three

•00
<P — — 4 z/2 (2 %)~2 dA I G (A2) |

•’o

is a 
the variable of integra-

—• * 

of L in the frame of refer-
/ / \

i. e. where p = ((). ± z |/ p2). 
of the integrations, we obtain
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Making use of the covariant expansion

(H)

we finally obtain the operator 0 introduced by (8) as a power 
series in the operator (□—nj2)/Åf2,

0 = bin2 + g (□ — in2) + c(1) ' ‘ (□ — in2) + . : . . (12)

II is convenient to express the induced source density in 
terms of the external source density creating the external 
meson field due to

(□—7U2)iZ = Z(e), (13)

and by (8) and (12) the expression for < 1 )0 is

</>„ = - el1" --■ ■■■ . (14)

The various constants introduced are easily obtained from (10) 
and (11). We get

dzn2 = —4 (f2 (2 ti) 2 Ç|G(/i2)|2iïiU'^2 + -w2(M
X J2 + .vr-t,„2

J. (^+»r-l«.y

c(i) = 2 H G (A2) I2 • J/2 Æ1 '/12 + M2

I («-H3 "

(15)

Clearly, bin2 represents the contribution to the square of the 
meson mass due to the interaction of the meson field with the
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nucleons. In fact, ôm2 in (15) is identical to (4.19). The induced 
density eI{c} is also unobservable in principle and gives rise to 
a change of the coupling constant by an amount eg. Thus, the 
first observable term in the series is the third one. It will be 
seen from (15) that the numerical values of the expansion coef
ficients are highly sensible to the choice of the form factor. In 
the local limit, the two first of these diverge, ôm2 quadratically 
and e logarithmically, while with the choice (4.18) of the form 
factor we obtain the finite and small corrections

5 m
in

E
1

3 7Ï

(16)

where we have neglected higher powers in 1/ÂJf.
Here, a is the product of 2 with the meson mass m. Also the 

value obtained for the constant c(1) is considerably reduced by 
the introduction of the form factor. In fact, in the local limit.
we obtain

r(D( local
1

1 2 71
(17)

while, using the form factor (4.18), becomes

1 (18)

The ratio of the two values

(19)

c™

Ji)
1local

«-3

3
I 3

may be expected to be small. Thus, in the present theory, Ci^al 
does not represent the true vacuum polarization, contrary lo 
what would be expected from a renormalization point of view. 
This is in accordance with the point of view that the difficulties 
in quantum field theory should be overcome by a modification 
of the theories in the high energy region.
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It is seen from (15) that the main contribution to 

comes from the region Hence, in meson theory, the
vacuum polarization should be considered as a high energy 
phenomenon, contrary to what is the case in electrodynamics 
where the main contribution to the induced current comes from 
distances of the order of the Compton wavelength of the electron. 
This distance must be expected to be large compared with the 
constant z' which must be expected to occur in a convergent 
electron theory.

Added in proof. Professor W. Pauli has kindly pointed out to 
us that it is possible to construct a tensor t^v and a four vector 
/)< having the properties that a) for and become
identical with the usual expressions for the energy-momentum 
tensor and the four current of the field, respectively, and b) that 
tflv and /)¿ satisfy the strict continuity equations dv t/iv — 0 and 
dflj„ — 0. As shown by Professor Pauli, this opens the interesting 
possibility to introduce a Hamiltonian formalism and, hence, to 
perform a canonical quantization of the theory. We are greatly 
indebted to Professor Pauli for many illuminating discussions 
and comments on the subject of this papir.
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Appendix A.

In this appendix*), we shall, for the purpose of reference, 
give the definition of the various Green’s functions introduced 
in the text and their Fourier expansions. The singular function A 
can be defined as Green’s function solving the initial value problem 
of the homogeneous wave equation. Let us consider that solution 
0 (,r, cr) of the equation

(□ — z2) 0 (.r, o) = 0 (1)

which, together with its normal derivative, is given on a space
like surface o'. Writing the solution in the form of a surface 
integral

0(.r, o) = ( (d (.r —.r')<^/0(.r\ a)—0(.r\ (.r —.r')} defy, (2)
ver

A (;r) obviously must satisfy

(□ —z2)d (.r) = 0

zf(.T) = (), >0

[d/iA (x) (iff/, = 1
ver

for any o' including the origin.
To solve the same boundary value problem of the inhomo

geneous equation

(□—X2)0(æ) = /(æ) 0)

we introduce one more Green’s function Aa(x,x') satisfying

* This appendix and the following contain no new results. For details and 
proofs the reader is referred to d) and (’O).
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(□ — x2) (x, ar') = — ó (ar — a-')

(ar/o-, ar') = O 
^d/z dCT(a'/o-, ar') = O,

(5)

where we have used the notation ar/cr to indicate a point .r lying 
on the surface <7. n„ is the unit normal to o in the point ar/u. The 
solution of the mentioned boundary value problem is then

0 (ar) = 0 (a-, cr) — ( dCT (ar, x') I (x') dx’, (6)

where the free Held 0 (.r, o'), coinciding with 0(ar) on a, is given 
by (2). Taking in (5) for fixed x', u in the infinite past, we obtain 
the retarded Green’s function

satisfying

dret(ar — x') = lim Aa(x,x')
O’ ->— oc

(□ — x2) dret (a- — x') = —Ô (,r - x)

limdret(a'— x') — 0
x0 -> — X

lim dOzdrct (x — x') = 0.X’o -> — OC

(7)

(8)

Formally, dret solves the initial value problem, where the 
asymptotic form of ø (ar) and its derivative in the time direction 
are given at the infinite past. In the same way, we can define

satisfying

zladv (a* — x') — lim A° (x, ar') (9)
O-> + oc

(□ — x2) Jadv (ar — ar') = — ó (ar — ar')
lim dadv (ar — ar') = 0
Xo-> + OC

lim dodadv (ar — ar') = 0 .
a-„ -> + oc /I

(10)

Starting from the thus defined Green’s functions A, dret and 
dadv, we can define various other singular functions satisfying 
either the homogeneous equation
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(□- x2)0(.r) = O
or the inhomogeneous equation

(□ - X2) 0 O) = —ô (.r).

(11)

(12)

It is clear that the positive and negative frequency parts of d

d(+) — positive frequency part of A

A<~) = negative frequency part of A 

satisfy (11). The same holds for the function

A(1> = ¿(A^ — A^).

On the other hand, A defined by 

is a solution of (12).
If we introduce the characteristic functions

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

e (x) = sign x0

e (o', .r) =
1 for x on the future side of o 

+ 1 for X on the past side of o 

(17)

the following relations can be shown to hold among the various 
functions introduced.

d = d( + ) + /l(-)

A = — ó e (r) (-r)

d = jadv_jret

dadv - 1 i= d + - d =

dret £ (æ)+ 1 J
9

A° (x, x') = — i (x — x') — e(a, x')} A (x — x').

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)
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From the well known Fourier expansions of A and A and 
the relations given above, one can easily deduce the expansions 
for the other functions. We have

d

(25)

(26)

jd) (27)( 2 rr)

11 (28)

zla<’v

4 (31)

x2) e/tedÂ-

eikxdk

Flere, , „ , —,, should he understood as Cauchy’s principal value, 
/c“ + yA

so that, for instance,

dret = (2tc)

(2tt)-4

r
•'---  00 *

z (2 %) 3

i (/À-0 elfcr 
Jcrel A’2 + x2

3V 2£ ó (F + x2) Àkxdk

( e (Á) <3 (F + x2) Àkxdk
J

(2 TT)“4 lj (*) Ô(F + xA (29)

j¡ L _J_~2 - (O Ö (k* + x2)[ eitorfA-. (30)

where Cret is taken along the Å-0-axes below the poles at k0 = 
±|/Æ2 + x2. In this form it can easily be verified that dret 
has the required asymptotic form.

Let us denote any of the Green’s functions introduced above 
by A ‘. The corresponding Green’s functions belonging to the Dirac 
equation are then defined as

5? = (»d^ x) . (32)

For completeness, we give the expansions for the S-functions

S = (2.-r) 3 ( {7¡lklt + ix) e (k) <5 (** + x2) e"“d*
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•(+) = (2 3)-3 (r/lk/t + ix) ó (A2 + x2) rfÁ- (34)

(-) = - (2 77)- 3 j¡ (r/t klt + í X) i ~ik) Ô (k2 + X2) e^dk (35)

(1) = i (2 ji) ~3 J (y^ + íx) <5 (F + x2) eikxdk (36)

=
i(‘2^yd7l‘kk-+,''<e^<ik

V 7 Á-2 + x2 (37)

ret ¡(2 ,’r)-4 j (;„/>•„ + ¿x) L ( - ÍTts (A) ó (A2 + x2)| e'*“dA- (38)

adv _ z’ (2 tt)-4 j¡ (?// kf( + ix) L 2 + — ím (k) Ô (k2 + x2) j elkxdk.
(39)
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Appendix B.

In this appendix, we shall derive the varions matrix elements 
needed in the calculation of the S-matrix. All field variables 
considered here are in-field variables and will be written without 
the subscript “in”. For simplicity, we also use the notation of 
§ 3, i. e. instead of x, x", . . we write 1,2, .... The spinor 
variables can, in a relativistically invariant way, be decomposed 
into a positive and a negative frequency part

ÿ = Q)

From the well known commutation relations for ip and ip one 
immediately finds that the only non-vanishing anticommutators are

=-/sÿ(3 O I 2
=-'Sÿ(3-l). )(

The operation of any positive frequency operator on a state of 
the nucleon field lowers the energy of the system and the operation 
of the ^-function lowers the value of the quantity zLV*) while 
the negative frequency operators and ip increase the energy and 
JA7, respectively. Accordingly, ïp<~) creates nucleons, creates 
antinucleons, while and annihilate antinucleons and nu
cleons, respectively. The vacuum state vector ()>, defined as 
the state in which no particles are present, then satisfies

I fi > — b > 1 ■* J 0 )> = 0, (3)

and the Hermitian conjugate equations

<0|^(_) = 0, <o|y/-) = (). (4)

') AN = ¡¡ ipd^~x.
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(2), (3), and (4) allow us to calculate the vacuum expectation 
value of any product of ÿj and ip functions occurring in the 
S-malrix. For instance,

(5)
Using (1), the vacuum definitions (3) and (4), and the relation 
(2), the proof is straightforward

<<'|v„(1)V(5(3)|0> = <0|^+)(l)v>y’(3)|0> 
= <0|$,+)(l), vy>(3)}|0) 

-‘<’(3-0.
if we assume that the vacuum state vector is normalized. In a 
similar way, we can show that

< 0 I V„ (!) Vß(4) (<>) V/> (3) I o >

= S£> (6-1) Sÿ (3 - 4) - S<ÿ (6-4) S<;> (3-1).

To define states in which nucleons are present, it will be con
venient to work in the momentum representation. We introduce 
the following notations: u(+\o-,7J) exp (z'P(+)æ), and 
exp(z‘P(—)a?) are the one particle eigenstates of energy and mo
mentum satisfying the Dirac equation and corresponding to 
positive and negative states of energy, respectively. If the am
plitudes z/ ' 1 and z/' are normalized, the expansion coefficients 
a defined by

ip( + >> (x) = (2 7t) 2 \ d^ P-d 1 (cr, P) e11 x ■* (a, P)
o *

ÿ^~\x) = (2%) 2 Ç d(3)P’P^(cr, P) e 11 xä(~\a,P)

a ' (7)
(x) = (2 ?r) 2 Ç P • (g, P) e1 J >(cr,P)

a *
ïp( (x) = (2 7t) 2 X ^d('^ P, P) e lI X(S+\a,P)

o •
satisfy the following commutation relations (only the non
vanishing anticommutators arc written)
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{ä<+)(<7", P"), «<->«?')} = <Wä(P"_P')

(8) 
{«<->(«", P"), a<+)(a', P')} = b„"<!'t>(p"-P'').

In (7), PHJ is short lor (P, z | P2 {- A/2) and P^ for (P,— i | P2 -f- M2) 
while cr is the spin quantum number. It is easily seen from (7) 
that

cz( + ) = ü(_) = fz( + )t. (9)

'The one particle states are now defined in the following way

|<tP(+)> = 0(^)(<T,P)|()>, <UP( + )| - <0|fl( + )((T,P)
<lü> 

|CT7>(-0> = f/-)(CT)P)|o>, <crP(_)| = < 0 | ü( + ) (er, P) .

By this definition the states with one particle present are auto
matically normalized. For instance,

< o7j( + ) | cr'P( + )/> = <0|a(+)(u,P)ö<-)((7',P')|0>

= < 0 I { a(+) (a, P), ä( ( (er', P')} | 0 >

= ó^ó(P-P')<0|0>

= ô^d(P-P').

If an annihilation operator cz*-’ is applied to |aP(:->)', we 
obtain

a(+)(a',P')|crP(+)> = da(T'ó(P- P')|()>. (11)

In the same way, states with two particles present are defined as

I <7"P(+)", a'P(+)/ > = â(_)(a", P")a(~} (o', P') | 0 >. (12)

By this definition the states are automatically normalized and 
antisymmetric in the two particles, i. e.

I cr"P(+)", a'P(+)/> = — | <t'P(+)', a"P(+)"> (13)

in accordance with the exclusion principle.
If an annihilation operator is applied to the state (12) one 

obtains
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a(+)(’p'", <j"')|a"Pi+)",<FP(+)'> =

= ôa"'a"ô(P"'— P")\ o'P^'y — ôa"'o'ô{P'"- -P')\ cr"P( + )">,
(14)

a relation which can be verified most easily in the standard wav 
by pushing the annihilation operator through to the right, using 
(8), (3), and (10).

We can now derive the matrix elements of the one particle 
part of the operator ^(1)^(6) obtained by subtraction of the 
vacuum expectation value limes the unit operator, i. e.

[wX1)v^(6)](1) = —<°|v,a(1)^(6)|o>. (15)
For instance, if the initial and final states both are nucleon states, we
obtain

= (2?r)—\a"> P") vp(a', P') exp i (P{ 6 — P(+i"l).

To prove this, we first remark that

<a"P(+’"|^(l)^(6)|<7'P<+)'> = 

= < a"PM" I y+)(l) I a'p<+1' > 

+ < a"P<+>" I v>< + >(6) I yp<+>->,

which is a consequence of the fact that terms containing two 
creation or two annihilation operators vanish when the number 
of particles is the same in the two states considered. The first 
of the terms on the light hand side is easily identified as the 
matrix element of the operator subtracted in (15), and the second 
becomes identical with the right hand side of (16) if one intro
duces the expansion (7) of and + and uses (11).

Similarly, we find

< a"P^I [y>a (1) (4) (6) ipô (3)](1) I a'P(+)'> =

z-(2%)-3}^-)(or",P")^+>«P')expz-(P(+)'6-P(+)"4)-S^(3-l)

+ t¡^_) (a", P") z^;) (or', P') exp z (P( 1 p 3 — P( + )" 1 ) • (6 — 4)

- (a", P") z/j+) (er', P') exp z (P(+)'3 — P(+)"4) • S^“}(6 — 1)
- 5<-’ (<r", P") l/y+> « P') exp í(P<+>'6-P<+>" 1 ) -Sÿ(3 -4)j

(17)

Dan.Mat.Fys.Medd. 27, no.7. 4
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<P

Finally, using the same type of arguments, we obtain the 
matrix elements of the two particle part of the product of four 

functions. In the derivation, due regard must be paid to the 
minus signs introduced by the annihilation processes as illustrated 
by (14). The result is 

y'.<zlvP<+,iv|[ÿ„(l)^(4)v>/6)n(3)](2)|<7'P<+>',a'"P<+>'"> = 

= (2 ny 6 {i£-> (<?’, Plv) ¡^-> (<riv, ?lv) (o', P') (o'", P"')

X exp i ¡P(+)' 6 + IM'" 3 —P(+)" 1 — P<+>iv 4)

— (a", P") (<7iv, Piv) z/+) « P') z//> (a'", P'")

Xexp z{P(+)'6 + p(+)'"3 —P(+),'4 —P(+)iv 1}

- (a", P") (<riv, Piv) 4+) « P') (<?"', P"")

X exp z{P(+)' 3 + p<+)'"6 —P(+)// 1 — P(+)iv4}

+ (a", P") i/“* (<riv, Piv) i/ô+) « P') z><,+) (a'", P'")

X exp z <P(+)' 3 + P(+)/" 6 — P(+)" 4 P(+)iv 1 }}•

The corresponding results for the free meson field are the 
following. The meson wave functions can be decomposed into 
a positive and a negative frequency part zz(:) and zz(—\ where u(} 
is the creation operator and the annihilation operator of tin1 
field. The meson vacuum is defined by

z/+)|0> = 0, <o|z/“) = 0 (19)

and the non-vanishing commutators are

[u(+)(2), u(_)(5)] = zd(+)(2 —5) I

[zz(—>(2), zz(+)(5)] = zd(—)(2 —5) J

in accordance with d^r)(ar) =—d(-)(—.r). From (19) and (20) 
we get immediately the following vacuum expectation value used 
in the text

(1«

< 0 I zz (2) zz (5) I 0 > = zd(+) (2 — 5). (21)
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Introducing the quantity

co(p) = |/p2 + m2, p = (p, zco)

zz(_) and zz(+) can be expanded

zz( + ) = (2 7r)_2(v=- b{p)eipxd^p
J/ 2 co

,/-) = (2 tc)_K aU . M (p) e~ipxd^p
|/ 2 co

and the b’s are seen to satisfy the commutation

[&(?'), M(p)] = ô(p'_p).

A state with one meson present of momentum

p> = M(p)|o>

and it follows that the one particle part of zz (2 
matrix elements

<p"| [tz (2) zz (5)](1) |p'> = 
= |(2^)~3|œ(p'') œ(p')l 

X [el\p'^-p"^ 4- e' (p/2-p"5}j

(22)

> (23)

relations

(24)

» is defined as

(25)

zz(5) has the

> (26)

Indleveret til selskabet den 17. april 1952. 
Færdig fra trykkeriet den 20. november 1952.




